REQUIREMENTS TO EXECUTION OF THESES
After registration for the event you will be prompted to create abstracts (abstracts can create on
our site will continue filling out the form and clicking on the Create (Создать) and fill out the relevant
sections of the form of abstracts, as well as in your personal profile is not science portal
http://conf.timacad.ru).
1. Theses are formalized by the successive filling in additional forms of abstracts to the
registration form, which, after being checked by the moderators, will automatically be made out in a
separate document. The sections of the forms are presented below.
2. We draw your attention to the fact that for all sections of foreign languages, theses are filled
in the corresponding foreign language:
- English for sections: "English language (general)", "English in research and development",
"English in professional communication";
- German for the section "German language";
- French for the section "French language".
3. We also draw your attention to the fact that the structure of theses differs for the section
"English Language" (general). More details >>
4. When filling out the abstracts, pay attention to the indicated tips for each form.
To participate in the conference use the registration online form.
1. The title of the report.
You must specify the name of the report in small letters. First letter of a sentence is capitalized.
2. Key words.
Separated by commas to list the main key words (or phrases). Do not forget to put between
words a space.
3. The relevance of the research topic.
You must specify the relevance of the research topic (no more than 350 characters).
4. The purpose and objectives of the study.
You must specify the main purpose of the study and to list the main research objectives (max
400 characters).
5. The object of study.
You must specify the object of study and give a brief description of the research object.
6. Research methods used in the work.
To list the methods that were used in conducting the research (maximum 400 characters).
7. The list of references.
You must list the list used in the course of the study sources of information.
Each source is added individually.
Pay attention to the rules of references in accordance with general requirements).
Please note the ability to attach to the abstract figure, diagram, table, or photograph that are
necessary to demonstrate the results of the study (no more than one picture).

